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Phoseon Technology Exhibits Solid State Solutions
for Life Sciences at INTERPHEX 2018
Visit Phoseon booth 3868 to learn more about innovative solid state solutions
for life sciences applications
Hillsboro, Oregon (March 16, 2018) – Phoseon will present the latest solid state solutions for life
sciences applications at the upcoming INTERPHEX 2018 conference and exhibit in New York, NY. Visit
our booth (3868) to learn how Phoseon brings its expertise in solid state light sources to life sciences
applications. Phoseon’s KeyPro™ high-intensity decontamination system benefits RNA researchers and
lab managers by saving time and money, compared to existing chemical and heat methods. LEDs are
inherently low-noise, stable, cool and controllable. Utilizing Phoseon’s patented SLM™ LED
technology enables the KeyPro system to increase lab productivity. Complete inactivation of
laboratory contaminants, including the hard-target, RNase A, can be accomplished by the KeyPro
system in under five minutes and at fraction of the cost
of traditional methods. They turn on in milliseconds to
full brightness and last for greater than 10,000 hours.
For chromatography and spectroscopy applications,
KeyView™ is the ideal choice due to the compact size,
stable output, immediate operation and long lifetime.
Users of KeyView products can cover a variety of
wavelengths while taking advantage of the superior
performance and reliability.
INTERPHEX will take place April 17-19 at the Javits Center
in New York, NY. INTERPHEX is the premier
KeyPro™ KP100
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and device development
Decontamination System
and manufacturing event where you can “Experience
Science through Commercialization”. Stop by booth 3868
to discover why Phoseon is the premier partner to solve new challenges in life sciences instruments,
healthcare, and advanced imaging.
About Phoseon Technology
Since 2002, Phoseon Technology pioneered the use of LED technology for Life Sciences and Industrial
Curing. Through our relentless innovation, we deliver high performance, reliable and patented LED
based solutions. Our strong focus on customer collaboration has resulted in world-wide market
leadership position and presence. Phoseon is an ISO9001 certified company manufacturing award
winning products. We uniquely focus 100% on LED technology therefore ensuring superior reliability,
business economics, and environmental benefits.
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